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Set off on an amazing quest with this lovable orphaned mouse.
The tiniest mouse in the Royal Mews is such a mystery he
doesn’t even know his own name! He scampers off on a epic
adventure in and around Buckingham Palace with a plan to
seek the advice of Queen Victoria. The exhilarating journey
takes him to strange and wonderful places, but will it help him
discover who he is and where he came from? This delightful
follow-up to the acclaimed Secrets at Sea from Newbery Medal
winner Richard Peck is full of laughs, surprises and
excitement. “This clever yarn should delight fans of animal
adventure stories.” —Booklist, starred review “Readers will
gleefully suspend disbelief as they trace Mouse Minor’s
exciting journey.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
A resilient and quirky colony of church mice fears another
Great X more than they fear cats. Under Mouse Mistress
Hildegarde’s leadership, they save themselves from one danger
after another—sometimes just by the skin of their tails! Can
one ultimate act of bravery during the feast day of St. Francis
get Father Murphy to bless these mice and keep them safe
forever? Rife with humor and personality, this young middlegrade novel has an old-fashioned feel with the makings of a
modern classic.
Celebrate HarperCollins’s rich history of iconic children’s
books with Harper Classics, a carefully curated line of awardwinning novels that feature a beautiful design and bonus
material. In adition to the complete book, this edition of The
Mouse and the Motorcycle features these fun extras: • A Who
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Said It? game • Reader response questions that encourage
critical thinking • The first two chapters of The Mouse and the
Motorcycle with Louis Darling’s original art In this imaginative
adventure from Newbery Medal-winning author and American
legend Beverly Cleary, a young mouse named Ralph is thrown
into a world of excitement when a boy and his shiny toy
motorcycle check into the Mountain View Inn. This edition
was illustrated by Jacqueline Rogers. When the ever-curious
Ralph spots Keith’s red toy motorcycle, he vows to ride it. So
when Keith leaves the bike unattended in his room one day,
Ralph makes his move. But with all this freedom (and speed!)
come a lot of obstacles. Whether dodging a rowdy terrier or
keeping his nosy cousins away from his new wheels, Ralph has
a lot going on! With a pal like Keith always looking out for
him, there’s nothing this little mouse can’t handle.
In this sixth book in the series Ramona is in the third grade and
is big enough to ride the school bus on her own. She's
determined to enjoy the third grade - that is until she gets sick
and throws up right in front of everyone in the class! But being
a patient isn't all bad, and although being eight isn't easy - it's
never dull.
Mouse Shapes
Mia the Mouse
The Mouse and The Motorcycle (Novel Study) Gr. 3-4
The Trumpet of the Swan
??A fine read-aloud and discussion starter. ?¥
For the first time in a chapter-book format, Newbery Medal
winner Beverly Cleary’s twin characters, Jimmy and Janet,
will charm young children with their humorous adventures.
Jimmy and Janet are twins, but that doesn't mean they are
just alike. When we first meet Jimmy, he wants to dig a real
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hole. He likes to use a real, grown-up shovel. While he's
working, his sister, Janet, pretends to be a bird! She likes to
use her imagination. But the twins both like silly jokes, new
boots, and talking to Mr. Lemon, the mailman. As Beverly
Cleary writes about Jimmy and Janet's doings, the unique
understanding of children that she brings to all of her beloved
books is coupled with a keen awareness of duo dynamics
that comes from raising twins herself. Originally published as
four separate picture books (The Real Hole, Two Dog
Biscuits, The Growing-Up Feet, and Janet's Thingamajigs),
these are stories that a Jimmy would like because they are so
true-to-life, and that a Janet would love because they are so
believable.
'The time had arrived to put my plan into action. I was in
grave danger and I had no choice. I only had one weapon: a
rubber band. It had taken me a long time to get it hooked
around the edge of my food dish. Now I carefully pulled it
back as far as I could, aiming directly at those big doggy
nostrils.' You can learn a lot about life by observing another
species. That's what Humphrey was told when he was bought
as a classroom pet for Room 26. And it's definitely true! In
addition to his classroom escapades, each weekend he gets
to sleep over with a different student like Stop-Giggling-Gail
and Repeat-That-Please-Richie. Humphrey learns to read,
write, shoot rubber bands and much more. With adventures
galore, Humphrey's life would be absolutely perfect if only the
teacher, Mrs Brisbane, wasn't out to get him . . .
"Curriculum connections, vocabulary, unit tests, critical
thinking"--Cover.
A Guide for Using The Mouse and the Motorcycle in the
Classroom
Otis Spofford
The Truth as Told by Mason Buttle
El ratoncito de la moto / The
Mouse And the Motorcycle
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From the critically acclaimed author of
Waiting for Normal and All Rise for the
Honorable Perry T. Cook, Leslie Connor,
comes a deeply poignant and beautifully
crafted story about self-reliance,
redemption, and hope. Mason Buttle is
the biggest, sweatiest kid in his
grade, and everyone knows he can barely
read or write. Mason’s learning
disabilities are compounded by grief.
Fifteen months ago, Mason’s best
friend, Benny Kilmartin, turned up dead
in the Buttle family’s orchard. An
investigation drags on, and Mason,
honest as the day is long, can’t
understand why Lieutenant Baird won’t
believe the story Mason has told about
that day. Both Mason and his new
friend, tiny Calvin Chumsky, are
relentlessly bullied by the other boys
in their neighborhood, so they create
an underground haven for themselves.
When Calvin goes missing, Mason finds
himself in trouble again. He’s
desperate to figure out what happened
to Calvin and, eventually, Benny. But
will anyone believe him? National Book
Award Finalist * ALA Schneider Family
Book Award * 2019 ALSC Notable
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Children’s Book * Publishers Weekly
Best Books of 2018 * 2019-2020 Nebraska
Golden Sower Award * Amazon Best Books
of 2018 * Kirkus Best of Children's
2018 * New York Public Library Best
Books 2018 * Chicago Public Library
Best of the Best Books 2018 * 2018
Nerdy Book Club Middle Grade Winner *
South Carolina Junior Book Award
Nominee * 2020 Colorado Children's Book
Award Nominee * Bank Street Best
Children's Book of the Year 2019 (9-12)
* 2020 Grand Canyon Reader Award
Nominee * 2020-2021 Missouri
Association of School Librarians Mark
Twain Readers Award Preliminary Nominee
* 2020-2021 Indiana Young Hoosier Book
Award Nominee * 2021 Connecitcut Nutmeg
Book Award Middle Grade Nominee *
Presents the further adventures of a
motorcycle-riding mouse who goes to
school and becomes the instigator of an
investigation of rodents and the
peacemaker for two lonely boys.
Ralph es un ratoncito aburrido de vivir
siempre con su famalia en la habitacion
de un viejo hotel. Un dia, descubre que
la habitacion esta ocupada por un chico
mut aficionado a todo aquello que tenga
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que ver con al motor y que ademas posee
una buena coleccion de coches y motos
de juguete. Cuando nadie lo ve, Ralph
sube a la mesita de noche donde se
encuentra estacionada la moto que le
tiene robado el corazon. . . Y encima
de la moto, ¿de que no va a ser capaz
un ratoncito motorizado?
Tiny Ralph S. Mouse lives in a mouse
hole in Room 215 of the Mountain View
Inn. Life becomes downright thrilling
when Keith and his family stop at the
inn for a few days, and Keith lets
Ralph ride his toy motorcycle. A
heartwarming story of responsibility
and trust. Illustrations. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
The Mouse with the Question Mark Tail
Ellen Tebbits
The Ramona Collection, Volume 1
Ramona and Her Father
Newbery Medal-winning author Beverly Cleary ramps up
the humor and adventure in the second book in the
Ralph S. Mouse trilogy. With a motorcycle to rev and the
open road to see, Ralph S. Mouse is itching to run away
from his overprotective family! But once he escapes to a
summer campground nearby, the horrors of the wild
make him doubt his plan. Angry cats, scary watchdogs,
and grouchy gophers are only the half of it... But then he
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befriends Garf, a sad and friendless boy at the camp.
Though he wants desperately to be back home with his
relatives, Ralph realizes that he may need to help Garf
before he can help himself. Runaway Ralph is perfect for
independent reading or for shared reading at home or in
a classroom. This fun story is the second of a trilogy,
along with The Mouse and the Motorcycle and Ralph S.
Mouse, all inspired by the author's hope to create
appealing books for boys and girls—and by the sight of
her son playing with toy cars.
Are there bears on Hemlock Mountain? One boy is about
to find out in this classic tale. People have always told
Jonathan that there are no bears on Hemlock Mountain,
no bears at all. So he isn’t afraid to set out alone over
the mountain. But as Jonathan discovers one cold winter
night, people aren’t always right…There are bears on
Hemlock Mountain!
Ralph the mouse and Keith become best friends, and zip
around the mountain hotel on a shiny toy motorcycle.
The Mouse And The Motorcycle Group Set
The Mouse Watch (Volume 1)
The Mouse and the Motorcycle: A Harper Classic
Mouse and Motorcycle
Ralph S. Mouse

Six-year-old Ramona tries to cope with an
unsympathetic first-grade teacher.
Mr. Popper and his family have penguins in the
fridge and an ice rink in the basement in this
hilarious Newbery Honor book that inspired the
hit movie! How many penguins in the house is
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too many? Mr. Popper is a humble house painter
living in Stillwater who dreams of faraway places
like the South Pole. When an explorer responds
to his letter by sending him a penguin named
Captain Cook, Mr. Popper and his family’s lives
change forever. Soon one penguin becomes
twelve, and the Poppers must set out on their
own adventure to preserve their home. First
published in 1938, Mr. Popper’s Penguins is a
classic tale that has enchanted young readers
for generations. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Richard and Florence
Atwater including rare photos from the authors’
estate.
You've heard of the Rescue Rangers. Now meet
the Mouse Watch. Around the globe, exceptional
mice live in the shadows. Under the direction of
famed mouse inventor Gadget Hackwrench, they
work together as a team to solve BIG problems
using SMALL gadgets. They are high trained.
They are nearly invisible. And they love cheese.
Their mission: save the world. Bernadette is a
small—but brave—mouse with a score to settle.
Jarvis is a sensitive rat with a big appetite and
unmatched puzzle-solving skills. Both are eager
to prove their worth as the youngest, newest
recruits to the Mouse Watch. But before their
first day of training is through, Bernie and Jarvis
find themselves at the center of an evil plot
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orchestrated by the Rogue Animal Thieves
Society (R.A.T.S.). Soon they are catapulted from
new recruits into full-on action heroes, as they
learn how to work together to save the Mouse
Watch—and the world as they know it. Mission
Impossible meets "Mice in Black" in this actionpacked middle grade adventure that will take
readers on an epic thrill ride and leave them
ready to join the Watch!
This is the fourth title in the hugely popular
series about Ramona Quimby. Ramona's father
has lost his job and all the family are miserable so Ramona decides to try and cheer them up, in
her own inimitable way.
The Ralph Mouse Collection
The Mouse and the Motorcycle - Literature Kit Gr.
3-4
A Wintertime Story for Young Patriots
The Mouse and the Motorcycle Group Set
Ramona meets lots of interesting people in kindergarten class, like
Davy whom she keeps trying to kiss and Susan whose springy curls
seem to ask to be pulled.
Rabbit isn't sure he'll ever be brave enough to go on an adventure.
He's a homebody who lives in a quiet field of wheat he dreams of
leaving every night. His world is enlarged by his friend Dog and
Dog's tales of motorbike adventures. But one day, Dog is gone, and
with him, go the stories Rabbit loves so much. Dare Rabbit pick up
the motorbike and live his own story? This timeless fable of the
journey from grief to acceptance will touch every reader. For those
confronting loss and those eager to explore and experience, Rabbit's
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bravery in the face of sadness will console, nurture, and inspire.
All your favorite Ralph Mouse tales in one boxed set -- just in time
for the holiday season!
In this Level 1 reader series, Moby Shinobi is a very helpful ninja!
In this book, Moby Shinobi is making pizza at Papa Peppy's Pizza
Shop. Moby tries to toss dough, slice pies, and serve hungry
customers, but each attempt to help out just ends in a funny mess.
Moby wants to help Papa Peppy, but what if his ninja skills aren't
right for the job? When the key to Papa Peppy's secret sauce is lost,
it's Moby's time to shine! Rhyming text and bright, full-color
artwork make this the perfect book for young readers!
Ramona the Pest
Runaway Ralph
Mr. Popper's Penguins
The Mouse and the Motorcycle

There was nothing Otis Spofford liked better
than stirring up a little excitement, particularly
at school. A less resourceful teacher than Mrs.
Gitler would have found him pretty hard to take.
But even Mrs. Gitler did not entirely relish the
bullfight at the fiesta arranged for the P.T.A.
meeting. Otis was disappointed at not being the
toreador, but as the front half of the bull he
managed to steal the whole show, to the
annoyance of his classmates and his teacher. It
was then that Mrs. Gitler suggested that Otis
might someday get his comeuppance. Of all
Otis's acquaintances, the neat and well-behaved
Ellen Tebbits was the one he most enjoyed
teasing. Strangely enough, it was Ellen who at
last brought about his comeuppance. But before
that happens, his losing spitball battle with Mrs.
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Gitler, his surprising affection for the
experimental baby rat, and his insect collecting
on behalf of the football hero provide a feast of
fun for any child or grownup. Mrs. Cleary's gifts
as a writer are many, and her real understanding
warms every page of this wonderful story of a
"bad boy."
Enjoy this tale of friendship and adventure, a
new take on family vacations. Get your students
thinking and predicting with the use of before
and after you read questions. Answer opinion
questions to set up the reading. Understand
difficult words that will be used in the book. Use
proof from the novel to find out why Ralph liked
motorcycles so much. Students describe an
exciting adventure they were a part of. Create
new idioms like "quiet as a mouse". Identify
problems Keith encounters in a flow chart,
leading to how he solves each problem. Aligned
to your State Standards and written to Bloom's
Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also
included. About the Novel: Meet Ralph, the perky
and reckless mouse that lives at Mountain View
Inn. Vacationing boy Keith Gridley brings out his
motorcycle, and through the mouse hole, Ralph
falls in love with it. They become friends and
share the motorcycle. Ralph gets into many
entertaining situations. While on an errand to
find an aspirin for his sick friend, Ralph gets
caught by two teachers. Eventually Ralph
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escapes and finds an aspirin, which he brings to
Keith. Now that Keith's family’s vacation is
coming to an end, he wants to bring Ralph home
with him. Ralph, however, wants to stay at the
Inn, since this is his home. Keith gives his
motorcycle to Ralph to enjoy as the two part
ways.
The Mouse and the Motorcycle is about a mouse
named Ralph who lives in the run-down
Mountain View Inn. Eager for a life of danger
and speed, Ralph finds a small toy motorcycle,
and learns to ride it around the hotel. Our unit
provides teachers with a highly structured
format for teaching language arts as students
develop a love for reading longer materials like
novels. Various areas such as reading
comprehension, vocabulary development,
spelling, grammar, and writing are all entwined
in this integrated approach eliminating the need
for teaching these skills separately. This Novel
Study provides a teacher and student section
with a variety of activities, chapter questions,
crossword, and answer key to create a wellrounded lesson plan.
In the enchanted world of Misty Wood, Mia the
Mouse is on an errand for her mother. But she's
forgotten what her mother asked her to collect!
She knows it's something beginning with a "B." Is
it a bluebird? Some blackberries? A bunch of
buttercups? Maybe her new friend the
bumblebee can help . . .
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When Washington Crossed the Delaware
Ramona Quimby, Age 8
Ninja in the Kitchen (Scholastic Reader, Level 1:
Moby Shinobi)
Socks

Three mice make a variety of things out
of different shapes as they hide from a
scary cat.
Lessons and activities for teachers and
parents to accompany the reading of the
book.
Ellen was eight years old and wore
bands on her teeth. Her best friend had
just moved away and she missed her.
Still, as she walked to the Spofford
School of the Dance one Saturday, she
was almost glad she had no best friend.
Best friends do not have secrets from
each other, and Ellen had a secret she
did not want to share with anyone. But
by the time the dancing lesson was over
(surely the most devastating dancing
lesson on record), Ellen had found a
best friend and shared her secret. The
best friend was Austine, and the secret
was that Ellen was wearing woolen
underwear. So was Austine! This whole
book is a cause for rejoicing, for Mrs.
Cleary has done it again. Ellen Tebbits
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is as funny as Henry Huggins. Perhaps
it is even funnier. The children who
read it will decide for themselves.
Louis Darling, who has provided the
wonderful illustrations, has already
made his decision. He calls it a draw.
This wonderful Ramona Box Set, by
Beverly Cleary, contains four books:
Ramona the Brave, Ramona the Pest,
Beezus and Ramona, and Ramona Quimby,
Age 8. Beezus and Ramona Beezus tries
very hard to be patient with her little
sister, but four-your-old Ramona has a
habit of doing the most unpredictable,
annoying, embarrassing things in the
world. Sometimes Beezus doesn't like
Ramona much, and that makes her feel
guilty. Sisters are supposed to love
each other, but pesky little Ramona
doesn't seem very lovable to Beezus
right now. Ramona the Pest Ramona is
off to kindergarten, and it is the
greatest day of her life. She loves her
teacher, Miss Binney, and she likes a
little boy named Davy so much she wants
to kiss him. So why does Ramona get in
so much trouble? And how does Ramona
manage to disrupt the whole class
during rest time? Anyone who knows
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Ramona knows that she never tries to be
a pest. Ramona the Brave Now that she's
six and entering the first grade,
Ramona is determined to be brave, but
it's not always easy, with a scary new
all-by-herself bedroom, her mother's
new job, and a new teacher who just
doesn't understand how hard Ramona is
trying to grow up. Ramona Quimby, Age 8
Ramona feels quite grown up taking the
bus by herself, helping big sister
Beezus make dinner, and trying hard to
be nice to pesky Willa Jean after
school. Turning eight years old and
entering the third grade can do that to
a girl. So how can her teacher call her
a nuisance? Being a member of the
Quimby family in the third grade is
harder than Ramona expected.
The World According to Humphrey
The Mouse & the Motorcycle Lit Link Gr.
4-6
Two Times the Fun
The Bears on Hemlock Mountain
Socks is one very happy cat. He lives
the good life with his nice young
owners, Mr. and Mrs. Bricker. They play
with him when-ever he wants, feed him
special treats, and always pet and
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scratch him when he curls up in their
warm laps.Then a new baby arrives.
Suddenly little Charles William is the
one get-ting all the love and
attention. Socks feels completely left
out. To show how he feels about the new
addition to the Bricker family, Socks
starts getting into all sorts of
trouble—with tomcats, phantom dogs,
even Nana's best wig. It's not until
Socks rescues Charles William from big,
big trouble that Socks realizes just
how much the Brickers truly want to
keep him in the family. Beverly Cleary
creates a warm, funny, and relatable
story told from a cat's point of view
in this purr-fectly delightful book
about family and change.
"This is the story that I tell my
grandchildren at Christmas. I hope that
this book will bring the tradition of
sharing history to families all across
America." -- Lynne Cheney Christmas
night, 1776, was a troubled time for
our young country. In the six months
since the Declaration of Independence
had been signed, General George
Washington and his troops had suffered
defeat after defeat at the hands of the
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British. It looked as though our
struggle for independence might be
doomed, when Washington made a bold
decision. He would lead the main body
of his army across the Delaware River
and launch a surprise attack on enemy
forces. Washington and his men were
going against the odds. It seemed
impossible that the ragtag Americans
could succeed against the mightiest
power in the world. But the men who
started across the icy Delaware loved
their country and their leader. Under
his command they would turn the tide of
battle and change the course of
history. Best-selling author Lynne
Cheney tells the dramatic story of the
military campaign that began on
Christmas night in 1776. When
Washington Crossed the Delaware will
teach the young about the heroism,
persistence, and patriotism of those
who came before them.
The delightful classic by E. B. White,
author of Charlotte's Web and Stuart
Little, about overcoming obstacles and
the joy of music. Now available for the
first time as an ebook! Illustrations
in this ebook appear in vibrant full
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color on a full-color device and in
rich black-and-white on all other
devices. Like the rest of his family,
Louis is a trumpeter swan. But unlike
his four brothers and sisters, Louis
can't trumpet joyfully. In fact, he
can't even make a sound. And since he
can't trumpet his love, the beautiful
swan Serena pays absolutely no
attention to him. Louis tries
everything he can think of to win
Serena's affection—he even goes to
school to learn to read and write. But
nothing seems to work. Then his father
steals him a real brass trumpet. Is a
musical instrument the key to winning
Louis his love? "We, and our children,
are lucky to have this book." —John
Updike The Trumpet of the Swan joins E.
B. White favorites Charlotte's Web and
Stuart Little as classic illustrated
novels that continue to speak to
today's readers. Whether you curl up
with your young reader to share these
books or hand them off for independent
reading, you are helping to create what
are likely to be all-time favorite
reading memories.
In this imaginative adventure from
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Newbery Medal–winning author Beverly
Cleary, a young mouse named Ralph is
thrown into a world of excitement when
a boy and his shiny toy motorcycle
check in to the Mountain View Inn. When
the ever-curious Ralph spots Keith's
red toy motorcycle, he vows to ride it.
So when Keith leaves the bike
unattended in his room one day, Ralph
makes his move. But with all this
freedom (and speed!) come a lot of
obstacles. Whether dodging a rowdy
terrier or keeping his nosy cousins
away from his new wheels, Ralph has a
lot going on! And with a pal like Keith
always looking out for him, there's
nothing this little mouse can't handle.
This timeless classic now features a
foreword written by New York Times
bestselling author Kate DiCamillo, as
well as an exclusive interview with
Beverly Cleary herself. The Mouse and
the Motorcycle is perfect for
independent reading or for shared
reading at home or in a classroom. This
fun story is the first of a trilogy,
along with Runaway Ralph and Ralph S.
Mouse, all inspired by the author's
hope to create appealing books for boys
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and girls—and by the sight of her son
playing with toy cars.
Bless this Mouse
Rabbit and the Motorbike
Ramona the Brave
Ralph the Mouse Bk. 1

A reckless young mouse named Ralph makes friends with a
boy in room 215 of the Mountain View Inn and discovers the
joys of motorcycling.
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